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For safety critical applications, a reliable and precise navigation solution is crucial. It is 

well known that radio frequency interference is a serious threat for the new Galileo ser-

vices especially in the E5 band, as it has already been pointed out in the open literature. 

Especially for the Safety-of–Life (SoL) applications high power pulsed radars are a major 

concern. Therefore it is obvious that for the development of a SoL receiver the impact of 

interference on the system has to be considered at each stage of the receiving chain 

from the single antenna element to the position solution. For this reason a new receiver 

design that provides easy access to each part of the receiver was necessary to take ap-

propriate counter measures against various kinds of interference and jamming.  

  

Such a receiver design has been proposed for the demonstrator of a GNSS adaptive an-

tenna receiver developed currently by DLR’s Institute of Communications and Navigation. 

In order to enable maximum design flexibility, the receiver signal processing functions are 

implemented in FPGA (high-rated processes) and on an embedded PC (low-rated proc-

esses) where they can be quickly modified and adapted for the needs of SoL applica-

tions. To cover the entire signal processing chain, optimized designs for antenna and RF 

front ends have been also proposed and implemented. 

 

In the current stage of the receiver, robust adaptive beamforming has been developed 

and implemented. The algorithm manages to reach the theoretical bound of signal power 

boost which is approximately 6.3 dB for a square 2x2 antenna array with half-wave 

spaced elements if mutual couplings are taken into account. The direction of arrival of 

impinging GNSS satellite signals can be estimated within a few degrees of accuracy 

thanks to a novel calibration method. This is a very powerful and effective tool for detect-

ing and mitigating spoofing, interference and multi-path. Due to its real-time capability, 

the effects of multi-path signals, interference and other kind of distortions can be directly 

detected and assessed online for signal monitoring purposes, e.g. in GBAS ground sta-

tions. 


